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Lexus Genuine Accessories

Block Heater

Bodyside Moulding

Cargo Liner

$237.00*

$228.50*

$134.70*

Custom designed for your Lexus providing 400
watts of heating power. Provides easy cold
weather starts reducing engine wear. Provides
faster interior warm-up. Includes a 'strain relief'
electrical cord.

Stray shopping carts take note. Sleek and
amazingly durable, Lexus side mouldings feature a
high-quality body-color finish and are rigorously
tested for impact and chip resistance in extreme
climates. They are also designed to resist peeling in
high-pressure washing and normal environmental
exposure. By protecting the door from scratches,
dents and chipping, this premium accessory helps
retain the vehicles resale value.

Protection for a long-lasting cargo area. This
durable, long-lasting custom designed vinyl liner
features a raised lip to contain spills for simple
cleanup. Textured finish minimizes load shifting
and the cargo area carpeting gets extra protection
for wear and tear. The easy-to-install liner is
equally simple to remove for cleaning. It's the ideal
place for storing wet and dirty cargo. Consider it
the ultimate way to protect the vehicle interior from
scratches and spills.

Cargo Net

Paint Protection Film

$91.40*

$580.50*

The cargo net is designed to help contain and
organize everyday items to help ensure they don't
shift around or tip over in transit. This unique net
features two pouches made from a carbon
fibre-like material that are perfect for stowing
smaller items. The durable, stain-resistant,
elastic-mesh netting attaches to custom-designed
hooks and standard D-rings in the rear cargo area.
The cargo net can be installed or detached in
seconds, and folds flat to be out of the way when
not in use.

Genuine Lexus paint protection film, designed for
the hood and front fenders, helps guard your
vehicle from weathering, UV radiation and road
debris that can chip and scratch the finish.
Constructed from durable, nearly invisible
thermoplastic urethane, the clear-coated film helps
your Lexus maintain a like-new appearance, while
allowing you to clean and maintain your vehicle the
same as before.
Backed by a 7 year limited warranty. At
participating dealers only.

Rear Spoiler
$501.00*
Enhance the bold aerodynamic presence of your
vehicle with a trunk-mounted lip spoiler
colour-keyed to precisely match your vehicle.
Manufactured from high-quality materials that are
durable yet light in weight, the spoiler gives your
Lexus a distinctive style.

* Default pricing includes installation and is estimated for the Province detected or selected. When you select a Dealership, accessory pricing is updated to reflect suggested retail
price plus installation at the Dealership-specific labour rate.
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Remote Engine Starter
$599.00*
When outside temperatures dip as low as -30C,
enjoy the luxury of having your vehicle ready and
waiting with a comfortable vehicle interior
temperature. The Remote Engine Starter enables
you to start your engine up to 24 meters away (80
feet), activating preset air conditioner, heater, and
defogger functions (range can be affected by the
surrounding environment), creating an ideal cabin
temperature when it’s time to head down the road.

Lexus Genuine F SPORT Accessories

F SPORT Dual Performance
Exhaust
$1,816.60*
This system features an all-stainless-steel
construction with fully polished mufflers and
double-wall exhaust tips. In addition to an
outstanding appearance, it delivers a powerful,
sport-tuned exhaust sound.

F SPORT 18" Alloy Wheel
$1,380.00*
Add a bold directional look to your IS with these FSPORT 18”
five-spoke performance wheels. The wheel offset improves
track width, enhancing cornering performance and overall
handling. An FSPORT logo center cap completes the look. The
wheels are dynamically tested to meet all Lexus performance
standards. Compatible with the Tire Pressure Monitor
System and chassis safety systems.

* Default pricing includes installation and is estimated for the Province detected or selected. When you select a Dealership, accessory pricing is updated to reflect suggested retail
price plus installation at the Dealership-specific labour rate.
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